360 From Mars - About

Overview

The 360 Systems Keyboard is a rare, sampled-based synthesizer, made in California in the early '80s. Comprised of almost 50 EPROMs in total, the 360 was one of the earliest multi-sample based instruments, using multiple samples per patch. The patches themselves range from strings, flutes, and brass, to basses, guitars, electric pianos, mallets and percussion. All of this is passed through an analog filter with a basic cutoff control, vibrato, and ensemble.


WAV

24 bit 44.1kHz WAV
Metadata with mapping and looping information has been embedded into each WAV file. This means that, depending on your sampler, you can drag and drop the WAV and it will auto-map and auto-loop. 
However, if you are having trouble with these WAVs on an unsupported sampler (particularly drum samplers), you may need to strip the metadata from these WAVs using a program such as Myriad. Contact info@samplesfrommars.com for support. 

Naming Conventions:

12 Nylon Guitar Vibrato 360 A#0

________________________________________________________


12 = MIDI low note for the WAV - ensuring that if you drag and drop the WAVs into a sampler, they will be ordered correctly.

Nylon Guitar - Patch name.  We could not find any official patch names for the 360, so we did our best to name the patches ourselves.

Vibrato - Modifier.  In this case, we sampled the on board Vibrato from the 360.

Other modifiers include:

Chorus - with the on board “double” function engaged on the 360.
Multi Filter - with the on board filter engaged, we sampled the patch at 3 different filter cutoff levels, and assigned these layers to Velocity.
Filter - with the on board Filter engaged on the 360, we sampled an alternate “filtered” version of the patch.  All other patches do not have the filter engaged.
Stack - with the on board “Stack” feature engaged on the 360, which allows you to play 2 patches, and auto pans the patches.
Phaser - run the 360 through a Moog MF103 Phaser, and to Otari 1/4” Tape.
Echo - through a Roland RE201 space echo, and to Otari 1/4” Tape.
Tremolo - through the audio input on a Yamaha CS5, using the Amp Envelope and LFO to create a tremolo effect, and to Otari 1/4” Tape.
Detuned - Strings Detuned was multi-sampled to work as a stereo detuned patch.  We sampled the entire patch to Otari 1/4” tape, and played it back at slightly different speeds, then lined up the samples so the left and right channels are tuned differently, which works as a “Tape Chorus” effect.

360 = Product Name

A#0 - MIDI root note for this WAV


Naming Conventions for velocity multi-sampled patches:

12 E Bass Multi Filter 360 A#-1_0001 - Applies to velocity sensitive multi-sampled patches. The velocity ranges for each WAV are printed to the WAV metadata. These samples are triggered via velocity, for example:

12 E Bass Multi Filter 360 A#-1 is played when note velocity is 0 - 65
12 E Bass Multi Filter 360 A#-1 is played when note velocity is 66 - 85
12 E Bass Multi Filter 360 A#-1 is played when note velocity is 86 -127


Naming Conventions for stereo multi-sampled patches:

12 Strings Detuned L 360 C2 
12 Strings Detuned R 360 C2 

Strings Detuned is multi-sampled to work as a stereo patch.

In this case, both WAV files will be played at the same time, with each Left (L) WAV and Right (R) WAV hard panned in each DAW platform (note - the panning info for these samples is not included in the WAV metadata).



Addition info on WAV files:

There are 20 Factory presets, 3 Filtered versions, 4 Vibrato versions, 2 Stack patches,1 Chorus version, and 5 custom post-processed patches (37 total patches).

Each patch has its own folder, with WAV samples ranging from the lowest note C-1, to the highest note C8. Patches have been grouped into the following categories:

Guitars
Strings
Keys
Brass & Woodwind
Bass
Perc
Stacks

________________________________________________________


Multi-sampled Presets:

These patches have been multi-sampled and function the same way in each format:

E Bass Multi Filter  (3 Velocity Layers)
Slap Bass Multi Filter (3 Velocity Layers)
Mallet Multi Filter (3 Velocity Layers)
Strings Detuned (Stereo Patch)



A note about Pre Attack:

In an effort to preserve the samples exactly as they are on the 360, we trimmed the WAV so that the sample starts exactly where the eprom “opens” on the 360.  Many of the on board samples have quite a bit of pre-attack, making the initial transient just a little bit late - which is part of the character of the 360.  When using multiple 360 patches, the recordings have a sort of lazy feel, and a late pocket.  This can be corrected by moving the samples, or with track delay in some DAWs, and of course by trimming the samples and deleting the pre-attack.


Ableton

This was built with Ableton 9, so that it works for Ableton 9 and Ableton 10 users. If you are an Ableton 10 user, you may need to click the small “upgrade” for certain devices if you wish to edit them further. 

All 37 presets, organized by category into group tracks
Each preset has mod wheel assignments. Often they are LFOs, or pitch mods.  We tried to assign parameters that compliment the 360 in terms of common synthesis parameters, basic effects, and general playability.

Commonly used Macros in the Session:
Cutoff: Ableton’s low pass filter (PRD Circuit) cutoff frequency. 
Resonance: Ableton’s low pass filter cutoff resonance. Set to 0% by default
Filter Env: Amount send to Ableton’s Filter Envelope
Filter Decay: Decay time of the Filter Envelope
Reverb / Delay: Ableton’s reverb and delay, with macros for Reverb decay time and Delay time

If you have Sampler, you can right click, convert the simpler to sampler to further edit these presets.


Logic

Contain all (37) Presets as EXS Instruments, in 7 categories.
Each patch has Envelope, Filter and Mod Wheel settings that have been carefully crafted to provide instant playability.
Each preset has mod wheel assignments. Often they are LFOs, or pitch mods.


Kontakt

Contain all (37) Presets as Kontakt Instruments, in 7 categories.
Each patch has Envelope, Filter and Mod Wheel settings that have been carefully crafted to provide instant playability.
Each preset has mod wheel assignments. Often they are LFOs, or pitch mods.


Reason, SFZ, FL Studio DWP

Contain all (37) Presets as Instruments, in 7 categories
These formats do not have mod wheel assignments
Looping has been turned OFF for these presets


Patch Details:

17 Looped Patches:
Cello
Strings
Strings Chorus
Strings Detuned
Strings Filter
Clarinet
English Horn
Flute
Flute FIlter
French Horn
French Horn Filter
Muted Trumpet
Muted Trumpet Phaser
Oboe
Saxophone
Saxophone Filter
Trombone

20 Non Looped Patches
Electric Guitar
Jazz Guitar
Jazz Guitar Vibrato
Nylon Guitar
Nylon Guitar Vibrato
Clav
Clav Phaser
E Piano
E Piano Tremolo
E Piano Vibrato
Trumpet
E Bass Multi Filter
Slap Bass Multi Filter
Mallet Multi Filter
Timpani
Timpani Echo
Vibes
Vibes Vibrato
Stack - E Piano E Bass
Stack - Nylon Guitar E Bass

4 Vibrato Patches (additional):
Jazz Guitar Vibrato
Nylon Guitar Vibrato
E Piano Vibrato
Vibes Vibrato

4 Filtered Versions (additional):
Strings Filter
French Horn Filter
Flute Filter
Saxophone Filter

3 Multi Filtered Patches:
E Bass (Multi Filter)
Slap Bass (Multi Filter)
Mallet (Multi Filter)

5 Custom Processed Patches:
Clav Phaser (Moog MF103)
E Piano Tremolo (Yamaha CS5)
Muted Trumpet Phaser (Moog MF103)
Strings Detuned (Stereo de-tuned, doubled on Otari 1/4" Tape)
Timpani Echo (H3000 & RE201)
 




Support
Contact info@samplesfrommars.com for support


